UPGRADING TO

INTUI-DRY®
DRYER CONTROL

Taking the best of Quantum® Control
and making grain drying even better.

The mechanical components of grain dryers can last decades. But like any high-tech
system, the software components are always changing and improving. That’s why
many owners of Brock grain dryers are upgrading to the INTUI-DRY® Dryer Control.

Easier to navigate

Web-based monitoring and control

An easy-to-use 15.6-inch touch-screen
provides intuitive management of all
aspects of dryer operation. Full color
graphs outline both wet and dry moisture
percentages, and track historical trends.

Web-based monitoring with INTUI-DRY Control gives enhanced remote
access through a personal computer, smartphone or tablet anytime,
nearly anywhere. You can check drying parameters in real time, view
dryer settings, receive text alerts when a dryer alarm occurs, and shut
down the dryer remotely.

Easier to maintain

Manual control backup

From the solid-state components to the
all-new software system, the INTUI-DRY
dryer management system is easier to
maintain. Many diagnostics and software
updates can be done remotely through a
web-based connection. INTUI-DRY Control
also has quick connectors and fewer
components for easy service.

If the Quantum Control ever goes down, you may have to wait for a
repair call to continue drying. INTUI-DRY Controls are backed up with
a RELIA-DRY® panel mounted basic control system so you always have
a way to keep working.

Upgrading to INTUI-DRY® Dryer Control
Seamless
upgrade process

Available
exclusively
with Brock
grain dryers
INTUI-DRY Dryer Control is
available on all BROCK®
Commercial Tower Dryers, MEYER
ENERGY MISER® Tower Dryers and
BROCK® SUPERB ENERGY MISER®
Low-Profile SQ Series Dryers.
It’s yet another reason that Brock
grain dryers are the best choice
for commercial and on-farm grain
operations.

Your Brock dealer will take care
of all the details when upgrading
your Quantum Dryer Control to
INTUI-DRY Control. They will even
transfer existing dryer settings so
you can continue drying quickly,
with minimal disruption to your
operation.
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